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We systematically investigate higher harmonics in the vibration spectrum of scanning force microscope
cantilevers operating in the attractive regime. We show that a the magnitudes of the higher-harmonic signals
in the vibration spectrum should be directly correlated to the local van der Waals forces for systems without
significant electrostatic interactions and b the higher-harmonic resonances are much sharper than the funda-
mental harmonic. Consequently, and unlike the case of the tapping mode operation, contrast in the amplitudes
of the higher harmonics over a scanned sample with small electrostatic forces reflects changes in specific
chemical composition. Dynamic force-distance curves and higher-harmonic images are presented to demon-
strate contrast between biological macromolecules deposited on a mica substrate. The results suggest that the
systematic measurement of higher harmonics in the attractive regime can lead to highly sensitive techniques to
map the chemical composition over heterogeneous samples.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.72.235422 PACS numbers: 68.37.Ps, 05.45.a
I. INTRODUCTION
Following its success in nanoscale imaging and metrol-
ogy, scanning force microscopy SFM is being used increas-
ingly for the nanoscale characterization of electronic, me-
chanical, chemical, and optical properties of a wide variety
of materials including metals, semiconductors, polymers,
carbon nanotubes, thin films, cells, biological membranes,
and biological macromolecules. One of the most widely used
SFM methods for measuring the local mechanical properties
of the sample such as adhesion, elasticity, or dissipation is
dynamic force microscopy DFM.1–16 In DFM, the cantile-
ver probe is driven near its first fundamental resonance and
its amplitude and phase are monitored as it approaches or
retracts from the sample. Several studies have used
force-distance,17–19 frequency shift-distance,20,21 amplitude-
distance,22 or phase-distance graphs,23–25 to characterize the
local mechanical properties of the sample.
In the pursuit of better quantitative estimation of the
nanoscale mechanical properties of the sample, there has
been a growing interest in the scanning probe community for
the use of higher harmonics in DFM.26–34 Because the tip-
sample interaction forces are inherently nonlinear they
modify both the amplitude and phase of the approaching
resonating cantilever. In addition, they also generate higher
harmonics in the vibration spectrum of the SFM cantilever. If
a spectroscopy method can be developed that monitors all
the manifestations of these nonlinear tip-sample interaction
forces, including higher harmonics, it is likely to identify
with greater specificity the tip-sample interaction potential.
Recent work reported in the literature on higher-harmonic
dynamic force microscopy has focused on the tapping mode
where the tip moves through both the attractive and repulsive
regions of the tip-sample interaction in each oscillation cycle
see Fig. 1. Of the two types of interactions, the repulsive
interactions which include effects of local sample elasticity
are particularly strong in tapping and are expected to be the
main driver of higher harmonics. For this reason it is antici-
pated that the higher harmonics generated during tapping are
correlated with the local sample elasticity. Cleveland et al.
observed the presence of higher harmonics in cantilever os-
cillations in the tapping mode, but the various frequency
components in the spectra were not discussed in any detail.3
In studies of mechanical properties of samples inferred from
tapping mode AFM, Hillenbrand et al. obtained dynamic
force curves at the 13th harmonic of the cantilever’s funda-
mental resonance.26 Stark et al.7 showed that the onset of
tapping induces increased amplitude at integer harmonics
and higher bending modes. Rodriguez and Garcia argued that
since higher harmonics are 103 times smaller than the fun-
damental mode of oscillation, a linearized equation of mo-
tion for the cantilever still remains a good approximation.35
Stark et al. pointed out that higher harmonics tend to provide
enhanced sensitivity during the tapping mode scanning probe
imaging.30 They also point out that if higher bending modes
closely match an integer harmonic of the cantilever oscilla-
tion, higher amplitudes at that harmonic can be excited due
to an internal resonance effect. Hembacher and co-workers
have demonstrated that higher harmonics provide much en-
hanced lateral resolution.36,37 Rodriguez and Garcia have
proposed a method38 for mapping the composition of a sur-
face by exploiting tip-sample nonlinearities and modal inter-
actions in amplitude modulation atomic force microscopy in
the attractive regime.
Most of this prior work on higher harmonics has focused
on the repulsive regime tapping mode. Higher-harmonic
DFM in the attractive regime has, to our best knowledge, not
been addressed in the literature. An intriguing possibility of
higher-harmonic DFM in the attractive regime Fig. 1 is the
quantitative characterization of the local van der Waals
forces or Hamaker constants which are a specific indicator of
local chemical composition. However, because the attractive
van der Waals forces are gentler nonlinearities compared to
the strongly nonlinear repulsive interactions, the higher har-
monics in the attractive regime are smaller in magnitude than
in the tapping mode. In addition, in many cases there may
also be electrostatic and electrodynamic via polarizability of
the sample forces which contribute to the nonlinearities.
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Thus the measurement of higher harmonics in the attractive
regime is more challenging than in the tapping mode, where
surface elasticities dominate other contributions, and requires
a careful calibration of inherent instrumentation nonlineari-
ties and optimization of the cantilever operating conditions.
We directly address the above issues and present an in-
depth study of higher-harmonic DFM in the attractive re-
gime. An application of the technique is illustrated by mea-
suring contrast in higher harmonics over a biological
macromolecule—a bilipid membrane—deposited on a mica
substrate.
II. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS
In this section we briefly provide a mathematical treat-
ment of a simple model for a SFM tip oscillating in the
attractive regime that demonstrates the dependence of higher
harmonics on the local nonlinearity. Specifically our discus-
sion follows along the lines of prior studies that have dealt
with single-degree-of-freedom models oscillating in a non-
quadratic potential well.7,26–28,30,35,38–40 We consider the case
where the only force present is due to the van der Waals
interaction between the tip and sample. We also use a more
general interaction force law valid for large tip-substrate
separations.
In this single-degree-of-freedom model Fig. 2, the can-
tilever is modeled as a simple harmonic oscillator of linear
stiffness k, and lumped mass m, that interacts with the sub-
strate through nonretarded van der Waals forces. This simple
system models approximately the dynamics of the first bend-
ing mode of the microcantilever with a resonant frequency
B1. If the instantaneous gap between the tip and the sample
is dt, the attractive van der Waals force between a sphere of
radius R tip and a half space substrate is known to be17 of





where H is the local Hamaker constant between the spherical
tip and the substrate. As the tip is brought close to the sub-
FIG. 1. A schematic diagram showing the tip-
substrate interaction potential and the harmonic
potential well of the cantilever. In a the ampli-
tude of the cantilever is sufficiently large to
sample dotted line the repulsive regime of the
interaction potential. Higher harmonics result due
to the non linear interaction of the tip with the
substrate. This mode of operation is useful for
probing the mechanical properties and loss
mechanisms of the tip. In b, the cantilever os-
cillation is small enough so that only the tail of
the interaction potential dotted line is sampled.
In this case, higher harmonics are due to distor-
tions in the harmonic well of the cantilever. This
mode of operation is useful for probing the Ha-
maker constant of the substrate.
FIG. 2. A description of the parameters involved in the lumped-
mass oscillator model of a cantilever mass m, spring constant k.
The cantilever tip responds to an attractive tip-sample interaction
potential such that the equilibrium tip-substrate separation distance
becomes . Additionally, the cantilever is driven at a frequency d
which is near the first natural bending mode frequency B1
=k /m.
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strate it deflects statically under the action of the van der
Waals force until it reaches an equilibrium tip-substrate sepa-
ration . The cantilever is now excited mechanically with a
sinusoidal force Fd cosdt, deflecting the probe tip a dis-
tance zt from its equilibrium position. The equation of mo-
tion of the probe tip in its equilibrium position damping con-
stant c, using the interaction force 1 can then be written as
mz¨ + cz˙ + kz = Ftip-samplez + Fd sindt ,
Ftip-samplez =
2HR3






Q z˙ + B1
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is a natural small parameter that is a measure of the cantile-
ver tip acceleration caused by the van der Waals attractive
force on the spherical tip when the tip is placed at a distance
 from the sample. The geometrical parameter = /2R+
describes how the tip-sample equilibrium separation is re-
lated to the tip radius. Furthermore B1=k /m is the un-
damped natural resonance frequency of the first bending
mode, and Q is the corresponding Quality factor.
Moving towards the goal of deriving simple expressions
for the higher-harmonic amplitudes, we note that the nonlin-
earity in the driven oscillator Eq. 2 is scaled by the small
parameter . Accordingly the nonlinearity is weak and we
will resort to an approximation known as the describing
function technique which is often used in the literature of the
control of nonlinear systems.41,42 According to this tech-
nique, the output zt of this weakly nonlinear system 	Eq.
2
 can be approximated by regarding the effect of the non-
linearity as an additional feedback 	z1t
 on the otherwise
linear dynamic system. Figure 3 provides a schematic dia-
gram that illustrates the basic principles involved. This ap-
proach is used by other researchers7,16,26,30 that deal with
higher harmonics, however, our case is specialized to the
attractive regime of operation with exact expressions of
sphere-plane interaction potential.
FIG. 4. Driving frequency dependence of the higher and zeroth
static deflection harmonics for a cantilever with a first bending
mode frequency B1=47.64 kHz. The curves are predicted by the
describing function approach for the nominal system parameters
listed in the text. Note that the shape of the higher harmonic reso-
nances is progressively sharper than the fundamental harmonic re-
sponse plotted at the top of the figure. When driven at resonance,
the amplitude of the second harmonic is predicted to be 3 orders
of magnitude below the first bending mode resonance amplitude.
FIG. 3. A schematic of the analytical approxi-
mation technique used to compute the magni-
tudes of the higher harmonics. The method is
based on the describing function technique used
in the nonlinear systems community Refs. 39
and 40 and follows along the lines of other re-
searchers Ref. 30. The dashed arrow represents
the nonlinear feedback mechanism while the
solid arrows represent the linear dynamics.
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Accordingly, we substitute zt=z0+z1+O2 into Eq.
2 and equate terms that are independent of  thus yielding
the underlying linear dynamic system whose steady state
particular solution is known to be see Fig. 3





2 − 12 +  1Q dB1
21/2 ,
d = tan−1 1Q d/B1d/B12 − 1 . 3
In order to compute the first order correction term z1t, we
collect terms of O when zt=z0+z1+O2 is substi-
tuted into Eq. 2:
z¨1 +
B1













so that the solution of the leading order term 3 appears in
the nonlinear feedback forcing on the right-hand side of 4.
The nonlinear feedback forcing term in turn can be expanded
as a Fourier series containing integer harmonics nd of the
driving frequency with parameters Fn and n that are easily
evaluated using symbolic mathematics software such as
MAPLE or Mathematica. The steady state solution of the
linear system 4 to nonlinear feedback can be then written as
z1t = A0 + 
n=1










2 − 12 +  nQ dB1
21/2 ,
nd = n + tan−1 1Q nd/B1nd/B12 − 1 5
and the overall steady state response of the oscillator takes
the form





	sinndt − n + An
cdcosndt − n . 6
Clearly, the nonlinear tip-sample interaction forces not only
modify the gain and phase of the response at the driving
frequency d, but they also cause a static deflection A0d
zeroth harmonic and generate higher harmonics in the vi-
bration spectrum. Further, the amplitude of the higher har-
monics is linearly proportional to the value of the local Ha-
maker constant H through the parameter .
Let us consider a specific numerical example where the
parameters are chosen to reflect typical values that are en-
countered in the experiments to be presented shortly. The
parameters chosen include the first bending mode cantilever
frequency B1=47.64 kHz, 
=50 nm, k=1.1 N/m, R
=20 nm, H=100 zJ, Q=100, and Fd=5.37	10−10 N. The
corresponding value of =2.14	10−3 ms−2. In the absence
of the tip-sample interaction, the vibration amplitude is
48.8 nm. The magnitudes of the zeroth, primary, secondary,
and tertiary harmonics were calculated using the method de-
scribed earlier using MAPLE. Figure 4 shows the depen-
dence of the different harmonics on the driving frequency
d. In Fig. 5 the variation in the magnitudes of the second
and third harmonics and static deflection are plotted as a
function of the driving frequency and the parameter  which
is directly proportional to the Hamaker constant H.
Four clear observations can be made from this calcula-
tion. First, the magnitudes of the second harmonic and static
deflection are 3 orders of magnitude lower than the re-
sponse at the fundamental bending mode of the cantilever,
consistent with theoretical and observational reports of other
workers. The magnitude of the third harmonic is even
smaller than the second and the zeroth harmonic. Secondly,
the magnitudes of these harmonics increase linearly with the
increase of the local Hamaker constant 	Eq. 6
. Thirdly, a
small shift in the value of B1 due, for example, to the tip-
substrate interaction is magnified by a factor of n for the nth
harmonic of B1. In this sense the frequency shifts of the
FIG. 5. Variation of the amplitudes of the second, third, and
zeroth static deflection harmonics of vibration as a function of the
parameter  that is linearly proportional to the local Hamaker con-
stant. These calculations are performed for nominal lumped system
values stated in the text and when d=B1.
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higher harmonics are much more sensitive to van der Waals
forces than the first harmonic.
Lastly, the response of the higher harmonics is much
“sharper” than the response at the fundamental bending
mode resonance. Essentially, the higher the harmonic, the
sharper the resonance peak. This is inherently due to the
nonlinearities of the problem and can be explained as fol-
lows. The amplitude of the linear response Ad can be
described by a typical Lorentzian resonance peak. If a higher
harmonic signal could somehow be fed back into a linear
tip-substrate interaction, any resulting higher harmonic
would have the same shape as Ad. However, since the
feedback response is really non linear, the higher-harmonic
response is scaled by the nonlinearity, resulting in the suc-
cessive sharpening of the higher-harmonic peaks. It follows
that the increasing sharpness of the higher-harmonic peaks
cannot be interpreted in terms of a reduction in dissipation.
When discussing experimental results, it is worthwhile to
distinguish between the higher harmonics and the higher
modes of a microcantilever. For vibrating strings, the natural
frequencies of different string higher modes happen to be
consecutive integer multiples, or harmonics, of each other,
thus forming the natural octaves of musical instruments. In
the vibrations of beams, however, the frequencies of the dif-
ferent modes are not ordered as consecutive harmonics. In
fact in the classical Bernoulli-Euler beam theory, the fre-
quency of the second bending mode is 6.27 times that of
the first. For vibrating beams, therefore, the one-to-one anal-
ogy between higher modes and harmonics breaks down. The
higher harmonics that we refer to in this paper are the higher
harmonics of the forcing signal that are due to the nonlinear
interactions between the tip and the sample, and cannot be
understood with linear vibration theory. In what follows, we
will refer to the driving harmonic as d, and its higher har-
monics as nd. The different natural vibration modes of the
cantilever will be classified as B1, B2, etc. corresponding to
the first, second, and higher bending modes. The correspond-
ing natural frequencies are then B1, B2, etc. In practice,
dB1
We note that if we had instead assumed an electrostatic
origin of the tip-sample force43 the detailed formulas for 
would depend directly on a scale factor representing the
magnitude of the potential difference. We would still be able
to extract, not H, but, what would be its equivalent, a single
number giving a scale to the interaction potential. However,
if we assume both van der Waals and electrostatic compo-
nents to the force, the describing function method yields an
“effective”  that is a convolution of the electrostatic poten-
tial difference, the Hamaker constant, and the various geo-
metric parameters involved z, R, zeta, etc..
Nevertheless, this theoretical analysis provides a simple
understanding of the origin of higher-harmonics and pro-
vides a basis for higher-harmonic dynamic force microscopy
in the attractive regime. The utility of this method lies in the
relationship of the higher harmonics to local Hamaker con-
stants through the parameter , assuming that local electro-
static forces can be minimized. In what follows we describe
detailed experimental results using higher-harmonic dynamic
force microscopy that confirm many of the predictions inher-
ent in the model presented above.
III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Cantilevers from multiple manufacturers of various
shapes and stiffnesses were used to investigate higher-
harmonics phenomena. By far the best results were obtained
using Ultrasharp NSC12 F rectangular cantilevers with alu-
minum back-coating from Mikromasch, Inc. Unless other-
wise specified, data in this paper is from a single, particular,
cantilever with measured natural fundamental bending fre-
quency B1=47.64 kHz and interpolated k=1.1 N/m. In
general, the second bending mode frequency B2 depends on
the detailed shape and material properties of the cantilever. It
is therefore possible to design cantilevers for which B2 is
very close to n	B1. This frequency tuning is referred to as
internal resonance. For the Mikromasch NSC12 F cantilevers
used in this study, B2 usually happens to be within 5% of
7B1; most of the data presented here are from the cantilever
referenced above for which B27.00 B1.
All data were acquired with an ambient air SFM from
Nanotec Electronica™ operating in the dynamic mode. A
schematic of the experimental setup is given in Fig. 6. Two
external lock-ins from Signal Recovery, Inc. Models
7280/99 & 7280/98 were used, one to mechanically oscillate
the cantilever at variable frequency d and to extract ampli-
tude and phase information in real time for SPM feedback,
and the second to do the same for higher harmonics of the
driving frequency. The angle between the cantilever and the
substrate has a large effect on the measured higher harmon-
ics, whose amplitude scales roughly as the cosine of the
angle. Therefore, the SFM head was adjusted until the can-
tilever was almost flat with respect to the sample cantilever-
sample angle5°, in order to give the largest signals.
The ambient humidity also noticeably affects higher-
harmonics signals. We conjecture that this may be due to
FIG. 6. Schematic of the experimental apparatus. The signal
from the position sensitive photodetector is simultaneously digi-
tized by a data acquisition module and measured by two lock-in
detectors. The harmonic lock-in uses the reference signal to extract
the nth harmonic from the photodector signal, which is then plotted
as a function of position by the Nanotec SPM controller. The feed-
back lock-in measures the component of the photodetector signal at
the piezo drive frequency d, which is then plotted to provide a
topographic image by the Nanotec SPM controller in the usual way.
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capillary formation or extensive surface water layers at
higher humidity. Therefore, unless otherwise specified, all
data presented below were acquired at a low relative humid-
ity of 5% obtained by continuous flushing of the SFM with
a high purity dry nitrogen gas. There was a need to adjust the
SFM optics after dehumidifying so the standard bell jar used
to isolate the SFM from the ambient atmosphere was re-
placed with a clear plastic bag to allow access to adjustment
screws while maintaining a dry environment.
Finally, a high speed data acquisition system two Na-
tional Instruments NI-5911 5MS/s cards in a standard PC
was used to capture both the driving signal and the cantilever
oscillation at 2.0–2.5 MS/s.
IV. OPTIMIZATION OF EXPERIMENTAL FACTORS
In this section we discuss several experimental factors
that required systematic optimization and control in order to
achieve reasonable and repeatable measurements of the
higher harmonics. Many of these factors are not normally
considered when collecting data with the SFM.
A. Humidity and capillary forces
Experimentally, it was found much easier to obtain size-
able second-harmonic signals at ambient humidity. In addi-
tion, many cantilevers display a distinctly nonsinusoidal os-
cillation when near the substrate at high humidity. It is well
known that at an appreciable humidity, water necks can form
between the tip and sample during non-contact and tapping
mode imaging.13,44–46 To reduce the possibility that water
necks formed when the cantilever was close to the sample,
the humidity was reduced to 5% relative humidity, held at
this level for 20 min before the data acquisition and kept at
this level throughout the measurement.
B. Spurious harmonics and laser positioning
When the reflected laser is properly aligned on the photo-
detector, the amplitude of the second harmonic remains un-
changed until the first harmonic amplitude begins to decrease
due to tip-substrate interaction, at which point the second
harmonic generally increases. This follows the theoretical
model presented in the previous section. If, however, the
laser spot is poorly aligned on the photodetector with all
other experimental parameters fixed; cantilever, relative hu-
midity, and driving amplitude the second harmonic ampli-
tude instead decreases when the tip approaches the sample.
At an intermediate state of alignment, where the laser is just
a little off from its optimal position, the second harmonic
amplitude starts to decrease when the first harmonic ampli-
tude decreases, but subsequently increases as the tip comes
closer to the sample. The fact that these effects can be in-
duced or suppressed by adjusting the laser spot on the pho-
todetector, strongly suggests they are due to optical detection
system nonlinearities. Following this careful investigation of
the effects of laser positioning, the laser spot position was
controlled in all subsequent experiments to ensure appropri-
ate behavior of the higher harmonics.
In addition to the artifacts induced by laser alignment in
the photodetector, spurious harmonics can be generated by
imprecise positioning of the laser on the cantilever.47–50 For
instance, it was found that when a significant portion of the
laser illumination is off the edge of the cantilever, light re-
flected from the substrate interfered constructively and de-
structively in the photodetector with the light reflected from
the cantilever. This led to spatial variations in intensity over
the photodetector. These variations occur at half the wave-
length of the laser. Because the sample-cantilever angle is
small, this interferometric effect can be large. Particular care
was taken in the experiments to avoid this situation as the
harmonic signals from the tip-sample interaction are 1000
times smaller than the fundamental.
C. Driving amplitude dependence
Once the relative humidity and laser positioning were
carefully adjusted based on the discussion above, a system-
atic study of the effects of driving amplitude on higher-
harmonics generation was performed. For instance, Fig. 7
shows the variation of higher-harmonic amplitudes with
driving amplitude for the experimental cantilever, when d is
within 10 Hz of its first bending frequency B1. These data
were acquired when the cantilever is far from the substrate.
Figure 7 shows that once the first bending mode amplitude
increases beyond 40 nm peak to peak, measurable higher
FIG. 7. Spurious higher-harmonic signals can be generated
when the cantilever is far from the substrate if the cantilever is
overdriven. These higher harmonics occur in the absence of any
tip-sample interaction and are probably due to a variety of causes
like a small distortion in the driving signal, photodetector and other
optical system nonlinearities, or nonlinear damping from the sur-
rounding air. This is a plot of the measured amplitudes for an
NSC12 F cantilever at different harmonics n	d, n=2–7, as a
function of the driving voltage to the dither piezo when dB1.
Below a dither voltage of 30 mV corresponding to 40 nm
peak-to-peak oscillation at d, negligible higher harmonics are
generated. Above a dither voltage of 30 mV the amplitude of
oscillation observed at 2d and 3d increases and is clearly much
larger than the other higher harmonics. The response at 3d is no-
ticeably nonlinear and larger than at 2d due primarily to optical
system nonlinearities. 7d is small here because it is only strongly
excited when interacting with the sample.
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harmonics appear in the vibration spectrum. These occur in
the absence of any tip-substrate interaction and are probably
due to a variety of causes such as small distortions in the
driving signal, photodetector, or other optical system nonlin-
earities, or nonlinear damping from the surrounding fluid.
Driving the cantilever too hard produces significant higher-
harmonic signals which can mask the small contributions
due to differences in interaction force from the substrate.
Accordingly the drive amplitude was adjusted in subsequent
experiments to ensure that the free-space first bending mode
amplitude was 40 nm peak to peak to minimize spurious
higher harmonic signals.
D. Driving frequency dependence
In performing standard dynamic force-distance curves, it
is usually possible to set the driving frequency to match the
first bending frequency, or lie just below, or just above it
without much care. However, special attention needs to be
exercised if measurements involving higher harmonics are of
interest. To demonstrate this, Figure 8a shows the magni-
tude of the photodetector output as d is swept through the
first bending frequency B1. Also plotted is the photodetector
response at the second harmonic 2d of an NSC12 F can-
tilever as the driving frequency is swept through B1.
Clearly, the resonance curve is considerably sharper for the
second harmonic than it is for the first harmonic, in qualita-
tive agreement with the predictions of the model outlined in
Sec. II. Figure 8b shows a similar plot for data taken
around the second bending mode frequency, which for this
cantilever is very close to 7d. The undriven thermally ex-
cited cantilever shows a weak signal corresponding to the
B2 resonance. When the cantilever is driven through B1, a
very sharp resonance corresponding to 7d appears. Again,
the resonance at higher harmonics is considerably sharper
than the more familiar resonance of the cantilever at B1.
It follows from this discussion that in order to maximize
the higher-harmonic signals, care must be taken in choosing
a driving frequency d. All subsequent data were acquired by
setting the driving frequency within 10 Hz of B1.
FIG. 8. In a, simultaneously acquired reso-
nance peaks as d is varied for a representative
NSC12 F cantilever. The resonance at 2d is
sharper than at d. As the tip approaches the sub-
strate, both peaks shift to lower frequencies; since
the second harmonic resonance is sharper, any
shift in frequency will generate a larger response.
In b a plot of the thermal undriven resonance
at B2 far from the substrate. When the tip is
driven at d=B1 and approaches the substrate,
the resonance at B2 broadens and a sharp reso-
nance peak appears at 7d.
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E. Calibration of higher harmonic and higher mode signals
The output from the photodetector is proportional not di-
rectly to the tip deflection but rather to the slope of the can-
tilever near the tip. It is customary therefore to assume a
certain deflection profile for the cantilever which then pro-
vides a prescription of the relationship between tip deflection
and tip slope. This prescription can be used together with
knowledge of the photodetector sensitivity to convert the
photodetector voltage output into tip deflection. Usually, dur-
ing a calibration, the shape of the cantilever is either chosen
to be its deflection profile under a static tip load, or its first
bending mode shape. It is known that calibrations based on
these two methods differ by 10%.
However it is not immediately obvious whether either of
the above customary calibration procedures can be used to
correctly measure the amplitudes of the higher harmonics. To
understand this we take recourse to the theory of nonlinear
oscillations for continuous structures.39 It is known in the
nonlinear vibrations literature that if a beam subject to
weakly nonlinear restoring forces is driven near a resonance,
the nonlinearity is manifest not in the mode shape but rather
in the temporal dynamics of the mode shape. This situation is
precisely what one encounters in the attractive regime.
Therefore, when the cantilever is driven at its fundamental
bending resonance, its shape corresponds to its fundamental
mode shape while its temporal dynamics may show higher
harmonics. In light of this argument, it is clear that the cus-
tomary calibration methods can be used to measure the mag-
nitude of the higher-harmonic signals. Accordingly, the static
deflection calibration is applied to all the measured data.
Finally, as a word of caution, we note that for cantilevers
with internal resonances such as those used in this study, a
certain harmonic of the primary resonance interacts strongly
with higher order modes of the beam.49 Because the mode
shapes of these higher order modes are very different from
the fundamental bending mode, it is difficult to calibrate the
harmonic that interacts strongly with a higher order mode. In
the present work, the seventh harmonic interacts strongly
with the second bending mode of the cantilever. However, in
the present study we use the same calibration for the seventh
harmonic as we do for all the other harmonics. For this rea-
son, quantitative estimates for amplitudes, etc. must be
treated with caution.
F. Thermal and driven spectra
Prior to investigating higher-harmonic dynamic force mi-
croscopy, the thermal and forced vibration spectrum of the
cantilever is described. In order to measure these spectra, all
unnecessary equipment in the room including lighting was
turned off as investigations showed that some equipment
contributed to measurable spurious signatures in the spectra.
Figure 9a shows the power spectrum of a thermally driven
FIG. 9. Frequency spectra for a Mikromasch NSC12 F cantilever B1=47.64 kHz. As discussed in the text, the vertical scale has an
arbitrary normalization for peaks other than at the first bending mode. a Undriven response far from the substrate. Thermal excitation of the
first and second bending modes is apparent. Small additional peaks are of unknown origin. b Driven response far from the substrate with
dB1. The amplitude of the B1 mode is 40 nm peak-to-peak. Peaks at 2d and 3d due to small system nonlinearities are now visible.
The response at B2 is largely unaffected. c Noncontact mode attractive regime near a mica substrate with dB1. The peaks at 2d
and 3d have changed and the response at B2/7d is much larger.
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cantilever far from a substrate when the data are sampled at
4 MHz. There are clear peaks at both first and second bend-
ing frequencies due to thermally induced vibrations at these
frequencies; interestingly, the location of the thermal peak
does not occur at the same frequency as the driven reso-
nance. This data can be used to calibrate the cantilever spring
constant.51,52
Figure 9b shows the spectrum when the cantilever was
driven to oscillate with 40 nm peak-to-peak amplitude far
away from the substrate. There are small peaks indicating the
presence of higher harmonics of the driving frequency, in
addition to the thermally excited second bending mode fre-
quency at B2. The fact that higher harmonics are generated
even before the tip approaches the substrate is attributed to
remaining nonlinearities in the system optics and electronics
as discussed above.
Figure 9c shows a typical spectrum when in the attrac-
tive regime of the substrate. The tip-substrate interaction
clearly changes the forced vibration spectrum of the cantile-
ver. Several harmonics are now seen with the seventh har-
monic and/or second bending mode clearly dominating. The
simple theoretical model presented earlier cannot predict this
result because it does not consider the interaction between
the seventh harmonic and the second bending frequency.
These results are fairly repeatable for all the Mikromasch
NSC12 F cantilevers tested.
G. Distinguishing between attractive and repulsive
regime DFM
In order to perform dynamic force-distance curves using
higher harmonics, it is necessary to first determine whether
the cantilever is operating in the repulsive or attractive re-
gime. This is accomplished in the usual way12 by monitoring
the phase of the cantilever oscillation as it approaches the
sample. Figure 10 shows the variation in the amplitude and
phase of the first bending mode and its second harmonic with
approach distance. This measurement was made with the ex-
perimental cantilever using fixed excitation amplitude over
freshly cleaved highly oriented pyrolytic graphite at low
5%  relative humidity. The change in the sign of the
phase indicates the transition from the attractive to the repul-
sive regime. This criterion was used to ensure that all subse-
quent data are measured in the attractive regime.
V. INVESTIGATIONS OF BACTERIORHODOPSIN/PURPLE
MEMBRANE
A number of studies were performed in order to determine
the utility of the higher-harmonic dynamic force microscopy
to resolve attractive interaction-potential differences in het-
erogeneous samples. Since the technique is of high interest
in studies of biological macromolecules, our initial studies
FIG. 10. First and second harmonic variations as a function of tip and/or substrate separation showing both amplitudes a and c and
phase change b and d for an NSC12 C cantilever when dB1. All data were acquired simultaneously to ensure accurate comparison
between the various features of interest. Note that the amplitude of the second harmonic begins to increase at the same tip and/or substrate
separation as the amplitude of the fundamental begins to decrease. The transition between the attractive and repulsive mode produces a
well-defined jump in the amplitude as well as a change in the slope for the phase. The inset in a is a close-up of the transition. All curves
are averages of five dynamic force-distance curves, indicating a high degree of repeatability.
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were performed on the purple membrane PM. In what fol-
lows, the sample preparation methods and experimental re-
sults are described.
A. Sample preparation
Purple membrane was chosen for this study because it is
known to be quite robust and easy to deposit in submono-
layer amounts. Patches of PM are known to be comprised of
the protein bacteriorhodopsin embedded periodically in a bil-
ipid membrane. The PM patches are 200 nm in diameter
and 5 nm high. Wild type purple membrane WT PM in
distilled water, concentration 1 mg/mL, was diluted by a
factor of 20 with MilliPore™ deionized water. 10 L of the
dilute solution was deposited on freshly cleaved mica and
allowed to dry in an enclosed Petri dish under ambient labo-
ratory conditions. This concentration was chosen to ensure a
convenient percentage of PM surface coverage while also
leaving large open areas of mica to allow unambiguous de-
termination of bare substrate levels and orientation.
B. Higher harmonic imaging and dynamic force microscopy
Figures 11a–11f show 5 m square scans of the first,
second, and seventh harmonic a–c, and their phases d–
f, respectively, of PM on a mica surface. It is important to
note that each higher-harmonic DFM image was obtained
simultaneously while recording an attractive mode image by
performing feedback in the usual way on the amplitude of
the cantilever at B1. Figure 11a 	11b
 is the conventional
topography phase image of the mica substrate. A large ag-
gregate of PM patches can be seen in the lower left half of
the image. Measurements show two height levels at 5 nm
and 10 nm above the mica substrate corresponding to one
and two layers of PM. There is clear topographical contrast
between mica, PM, and the PM double layer. Upon careful
examination, a lipid deposit can be resolved in the topo-
graphic image 	Fig. 11a
 if the vertical scale is adjusted to
increase height contrast. The lipid deposit was measured to
be 0.5 nm tall.
It is important to note the clear contrast between these
different regions is also observed in the simultaneously ac-
quired higher-harmonic maps. Because these experiments are
performed in the amplitude feedback mode, the amplitude of
the first bending mode is kept constant during the scans.
Under this condition, contrast in the higher-harmonic signals
then are entirely due to variations in the attractive forces over
the sample. We note that the contrast between the second and
seventh harmonic amplitudes is inverted, consistent with the
report by Stark.30
Following the topography scan, dynamic force vs distance
data were acquired over regions corresponding to mica, to
dissociated lipids and to the PM. Representative dynamic
force vs distance curves of the seventh harmonic Fig. 12
indicate a far greater contrast between the PM, dissociated
lipids, and the mica surface than those for the second har-
monic not shown. In fact using the Mikromasch NSC12 F
cantilevers, the seventh harmonic provides by far the highest
contrast between the three different regions comprising the
sample. This implies that internally tuned cantilevers may
FIG. 11. Color online DFM topography and phase images of
the PM deposited on mica. In a and b, the usual amplitude and
phase image taken while performing feedback on the amplitude
when dB1. An organized patch of PM one and two layers
high is clearly resolved. In c and d, an example of higher-
harmonic DFM using the second harmonic images of amplitude and
phase at 2d acquired simultaneously while acquiring the images in
a and b. In e and f, an example of higher-harmonic DFM
using the seventh harmonic image of amplitude and phase at 7d.
The higher-harmonic images clearly show contrast between a dis-
sociated lipid “halo” surrounding the PM patch and the bare mica
substrate.
FIG. 12. The variation in amplitude of the seventh harmonic of
the driving frequency vs tip-substrate separation when the tip is
positioned over various regions on the PM sample and/or mica
sample. The differences in amplitude observed during imaging Fig.
11 are clearly visible.
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amplify the effect of the interaction forces on the cantilever
oscillations.34 Clearly, the higher harmonics are sensitive in-
dicators of the local attractive forces.
To further verify the effects reported above, all the above
experiments were performed with a different model cantile-
ver, an Olympus OMCL-A240TS-C1. For this cantilever, we
found measurable signals at all harmonics up to the sixth.
The sixth harmonic for this cantilever was reasonably close
to the second bending mode frequency. The higher harmonic
images and the dynamic force-distance curves using this
Olympus cantilever showed contrast qualitatively similar to
that obtained using the Mikromasch NSC12 cantilever re-
ported above and provides evidence that this behavior is not
unique in NSC12 cantilevers.
C. Influence of electrostatic forces
The connection between higher harmonics and the local
van der Waals force explored in this paper is based on the
assumption that this is the dominant contribution to the at-
tractive interaction force. However biological macromol-
ecules can be electrostatically charged, and it is not easy to
decouple the effects of electrostatics from those of van der
Waals forces. We now present experimental evidence that
shows that the electrostatic forces in this system are negli-
gible.
A sample of gold coated glass was inserted in the SFM
and an NSC12 F cantilever was mounted and approached the
sample in air at ambient humidity. The sample was ap-
proached in the standard manner and dynamic force vs dis-
tance data were acquired. The cantilever holder was
grounded and the gold substrate was connected to a data
acquisition card capable of producing 10 V dc output volt-
ages. The voltage of the sample was ramped from 0 to 5 V
and the output of the lock-in at the second and the seventh
harmonic was acquired. Both the second and seventh har-
monic signals clearly depend on the potential difference be-
tween the cantilever and the sample Fig. 13. Both grow by
50% by the time the potential difference reaches 5 V.
To investigate whether there are negligible electrostatic
forces between the tip and the PM sample, we consider the
first bending mode dynamic force vs distance curve when the
tip is above the gold surface. Figure 14a shows a set of data
for this experimental configuration. For zero volts potential
difference, the dynamic force-distance curve is reasonably
flat far from the substrate and displays a sharp break point
once the tip is close enough for tip-substrate forces to be-
come significant. For a two volt potential difference, the dy-
namic force vs distance curve show a noticeably different
behavior. The curve is bent out past the break point due to
long range attractive forces between the cantilever and the
substrate. When we compare this to the data set with the tip
FIG. 13. Variation of the amplitude at 2d and 7d as a function of cantilever-substrate voltage. The amplitude at B1 was held constant
while acquiring this data. In both cases, the observed variation can be well fitted by a second order polynomial.
FIG. 14. Dynamic force-distance curves with various cantilever-sample potential differences. In a, a comparison between the data
acquired with 0 and 2 V applied to a gold substrate. The data clearly show bending for the 2 V case. In b, the dynamic force-distance data
obtained while taking images shown in Fig. 11 to show material contrast. The absence of bending at large tip-substrate separations implies
no appreciable electrostatic effect.
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over the PM Fig. 14b, we see that no such bending is
evident. We thus conclude that there is no direct evidence of
large, electrostatic forces existing between the tip and PM
samples. We therefore conclude that contrast due to van der
Waals forces are the most likely cause of the observed dif-
ferences in higher-harmonic signals between mica and PM.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we present the theoretical background and
experimental implementation of higher-harmonic dynamic
force microscopy in the attractive regime. A theoretical
model clearly shows that for a microcantilever oscillating in
the attractive regime a the magnitudes of the higher har-
monics are directly correlated to the local van der Waals
forces assuming negligible electrostatic charging, b the
higher harmonic peaks in the vibration spectrum are much
sharper than for the fundamental harmonic, and c the fre-
quency shifts in the nth harmonic are n times more sensitive
to van der Waals forces compared to the primary harmonic.
Systematic experiments have defined the conditions required
to accurately observe higher-harmonic signals. The feasibil-
ity of higher-harmonic dynamic force microscopy is demon-
strated using commercial microcantilevers to scan purple
membrane deposited into mica. We observe systematic dif-
ferences in the higher-harmonic dynamic force vs distance
data over purple membrane, dissociated lipids, and mica.
This study suggests that systematic measurement of
higher harmonics in the attractive regime can lead to highly
sensitive maps of the chemical composition over heteroge-
neous nanostructures. Furthermore, using a higher harmonic
as a feedback signal to image a substrate provides additional
sensitivity for the nth harmonic due to the increasing sharp-
ness of the higher-harmonic resonance peak. Taken together,
these advantages offered by higher-harmonic dynamic force
microscopy indicate that a wealth of new information can be
accessed for the chemical and physical properties of nanos-
cale systems by implementing more advanced feedback de-
tection schemes in scanning probe microscopy.
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